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For Immediate Release: 

New Bright LED Reading Light with Beautiful Design Available from Lumiens 

December 31, 2013 – Lumiens have released a new style set of 

LED reading lights.  This clip-style of LED lights are perfect for 

reading and are great for music stands.  When the lights dim in 

the concert, it can be difficult to read the music score in front 

of the musician, which is why many turn to reading lights for 

aid.  More musicians trust lights by Lumiens because of the 

strength and durability the light clip provides as well as the 

brightness for easy reading capability. 

Now offered by Lumiens are the Mighty Bright and the Mighty 

Bright Duet 2, which is a double-headed lamp for extended 

reading luminance.  Music pages will be bathed with bright 

light with a light clip from Lumiens. 

The lights have a 20-hour battery life and uses only three AAA 

batteries.  Weighing only 70 grams, the lights have a fully 

adjustable gooseneck feature so light goes where the musician 

needs it to be.  The optical grade lens provides light that is 

evenly distributed with no hot spots and is equipped with extra strong clip grips or can be used free 

standing. 

These lights have no flicker, allowing for undistracted lighting 

capability.  The lights by Lumiens can be clipped onto just about 

anything including books, tablets, music stands, work stations, 

and much more.  

Lumiens offers a lifetime guarantee for all the products they 

make and if for any reason a customer is not fully satisfied with 

the performance of a Lumiens product, users simply just contact 

the Lumiens customer support. 

Lumiens also offers a money-back guarantee for those who 

purchase the product and are not satisfied.  

The lights are made with a lightweight and high quality material 

along with a discreet, elegant and sleek design.  Lumiens lights 
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can be kept on the nightstand, on a bed headboard, 

pianos, garage workstation, crafting station, and 

many more for those who need proper lighting for 

reading or projects. 

The Might Bright and Mighty Bright Duo2 are perfect 

for just about any space needed that extra light in 

low-lit settings.  With a money-back guarantee and 

lifetime replacement guarantees, purchasers have 

very little to lose since Lumiens is convinced buyers 

will be satisfied with their product. 

For more information or to purchase lights today for personal use, as a gift, or for a business, internet 

users can buy online at www.Lumiens.com. 

When beautiful music is ready to be played, do not trust 

reading capability to inferior lights.  Try a Lumiens light 

today with 100 percent satisfaction guarantee. 
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